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Abstract

Analysis of hydraulic pressure transients in the
waterways of hydropower stations

Nicklas Hillgren

Hydropower plants have the ability to go from a full load to no load in just a few
seconds. In order to go from full load to no load in a few seconds the flow is
controlled by movement of guide vanes. At fault detection the guide vanes closes
quickly for safety reasons. This causes hydraulic transients in the waterways, which
leads to a pressure rise in the spiral case and a pressure drop in the draft tube.

There have been a few accidents related to these quick closures of the guide vanes
where the runner blades break and entire power stations are damaged. These
incidents are caused by a full column separation in the draft tube. An early sign of a
full column separation is large cavities. The main objective of this degree project is to
analyse the effects of a quick closure of the guide vanes and to make a guide book of
how to find indications of large cavities when performing closure tests. Data taken
from commissioning and status tests for several turbines were analysed.

In conclusion, the guide book of how to find indications of large cavities will help
analyse the results of a quick closure of the guide vanes. Due to the unique
appearance of pressure transients for each power station this guide book will not be
enough for a complete analyse of a closing test. Although, it will help to notify when
there is a need for further analyses by expert personnel.
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Summary 
Swedish hydropower is built to produce about 65 TWh electricity for a normal year. This is 

about 46 % of the total electricity production in Sweden. By using the height difference 

between the upper reservoir and the lower reservoir energy can be extracted in the 

hydropower station. Dams are built to get a high level difference and also can also store water 

from one season to another. This means hydropower can be used as both base and regulating 

power. The expansion in the wind energy sector will lead to a larger need of regulating power. 

This means hydropower will play a larger role for a stable electricity grid in the future.  

 

In order to regulate a more unstable grid it is important to know how much each turbine can 

contribute and what the consequences for doing that are. Fast changes of the load can affect 

the lifetime of the turbine and increase the risk of production loss. When the load is changed 

the opening of the guide vanes is changed more or less rapidly. This will affect the flow 

through the turbine, the pressure before and after the guide vanes and a rise in rotational speed 

of the turbine if it is disconnected from the grid. The sequence that affects the pressure 

transients the most is when the guide vanes rapidly change from large opening to fully closed 

at quick stops due to fault detection.      

 

When deciding the closing speed for the guide vanes in a turbine a compromise between the 

rotational speed of runner and pressure transients is necessary. If the closure is too fast there 

will be severe pressure transients in the waterways. However, if the closure is too slow the 

rotational speed will reach unacceptable levels. If the closure is too fast the pressure in the 

draft tube can drop to under the vapour pressure of water. If the pressure stays under the 

vapour pressure for an extended amount of time large vapour bubbles called large cavities 

will form. These large cavities can grow large enough to cover a whole section of the draft 

tube and form a full column separation. When the water comes back the large cavities or the 

full column separation will collapse causing a large lifting force on the turbine.  

 

There have been a few severe incidents caused by a collapse of a column separation where 

blades broke or where stations were lifted a few millimetres.  

 

The objectives of this study are to analyse available data from different closing tests to get a 

better understanding of the hydraulic effects of a closure. These analyses will help create a 

guide book of how to find indications of large cavities when performing closure tests. If large 

cavities can be detected at an early stage full column separation can be avoided.  

 

The available data was taken from commissioning and status tests performed on different 

turbines in the period 2003-2010. The most rapid closure was analysed in about 14 different 

test occasions. The analyses were made with a few different viewpoints. The draft tube 

pressure, the spiral pressure, the rotational speed, the gate shaft level, the shaft lift and the 

closing time were all analysed. 

 

When performing commissioning and status tests closures of different starting guide vane 

opening are performed. Analyses were performed for different starting guide vane openings. 

This was done for one Kaplan turbine and one Francis turbine. It was concluded that the main 

appearances were similar for the closures with the difference in amplitude of the different 

parameters analysed. Indications of large cavities may be seen at an early stage. However, 

more analyses of this kind are needed to further conclude how the margins of large cavities 

are affected by a different closure.  



 

 

 

Comparisons were performed between pre and post upgrade and between sister turbines to 

find any similarities. The result was that there were similarities in the overall appearance but 

also a few differences. In conclusion, experience from a pre upgrade test and a sister turbine 

can be used when preparing new tests.  

 

The result of the degree project was a guide book of how to find large cavities. The guide 

book shows 5 examples of indications to look for when performing tests on the turbine.  

Due to the unique appearance of pressure transients for each power station this guide book 

will not be enough for a complete analyse of a closing test. Although, it will help to notify 

when there is a need for further analyses by expert personnel.     



 

 

Sammanfattning  
Den svenska vattenkraften är byggd för att producera 65 TWh el under ett normalår. Detta 

motsvarar ungefär 46 % av den totala elproduktionen i Sverige. Vattenkraften utnyttjar den 

höjdskillnaden som skapas mellan det övre och det undre reservoaret till att omvandla 

lägesenergi och rörelseenergi till mekanisk och vidare till elektrisk energi i 

vattenkraftsstationen. För att få en så stor höjdskillnad som möjligt och för att kunna lagra 

vatten från en säsong till en annan så används vattenkraftsdammar. I och med den 

lagringskapacitet dessa dammar medför kan vattenkraften användas till både baskraft och 

reglerkraft. Egenskapen att kunna reglera elnätet kommer att utnyttjas i allt högre grad ju mer 

oreglerbara energikällor som kommer in i systemet. Vindkraften är en sådan källa som snabbt 

expanderar.     

 

För att kunna reglera ett ostabilt elnät är det viktigt att veta hur mycket varje 

vattenkraftsstation kan bidra med och vad konsekvenserna för detta blir. Snabba 

lastförändringar kan påverka både livslängd på turbinen och produktionsbortfall. När lasten 

ändras behövs även en ändring av flödet genom turbinen. Detta görs via en mer eller mindre 

snabb ändring av ledskeneöppningen. En snabb flödesförändring genom turbinen medför 

tryckändringar i spiral och sugrör. Om stationen helt förlorar kontakten med elnätet och lasten 

kopplas bort påverkas även varvtalet på turbinen. Sekvenserna som påverkar 

trycktransienterna mest är när pådraget snabbt går från stort till noll flöde.  

 

När stängningshastigheten för ledskenorna bestäms måste hänsyn tas till både varvtal och 

trycktransienter. Om stängningen sker för snabbt uppstår det trycktransienter i vattenvägarna. 

Om stängningen sker för långsamt kommer varvtalet på turbinen att nå oacceptabla nivåer. 

Vid för snabba stängningar kan trycket i sugröret sjunka till nivåer under ångbildningstrycket 

för vatten. Om trycket stannar under ångbildningstrycket under en längre tid så bildas större 

ångbubblor eller större kaviteter som de också kallas. Dessa större kaviteter kan växa sig så 

stora att de täcker en hel sektion av sugröret och bildar en separation av vattenpelaren. När 

vattnet sedan kommer tillbaka och de större kaviteterna eller separationen av vattenpelaren 

kollapsar så orsakar det en stor lyftkraft på turbinen.  

 

Det har skett flera större incidenter i vattenkraftsstationer där en separation av vattenpelaren 

kollapsat med bladbrott och lyft av hela stationer som konsekvens. 

 

Syftet med examensarbetet är att analysera tillgänglig mätdata från olika stängningstest för att 

få en bättre förståelse för de hydrauliska konsekvenserna för en stängning. Dessa analyser 

kommer att ligga till grund för en guidebok till att hitta tidiga indikationer till större kaviteter 

vid genomförande av stängningstest. Om större kaviteter kan hittas vid ett tidigt stadium så 

kan en separation av vattenpelaren undvikas.  

 

Den för examensarbetet tillgängliga mätdata är tagen från de idrifttagnings- och statustest som 

genomförts under perioden 2003-2010. De mest extrema stängningarna för de olika 

stationerna är analyserade för 14 olika testtillfällen. Analyserna tar hänsyn till flera olika 

parametrar. Sugrörstryck, spiraltryck, luckschacktsnivå, varvtal, axellyft och stängningstid är 

alla analyserade.  

 

Vid genomförande av idrifttagnings- och statustest så genomförs flera olika stängningar med 

olika startpådrag. Därför har ett par stationer analyserats med olika startpådrag för att se hur 

mycket pådraget påverkar. Detta har utförts för en Kaplan- och en Francisturbin. Slutsatsen 



 

 

var att resultatet hade liknande utseende fast med olika amplituder på de olika parametrarna. 

Detta tyder på att större kaviteter kan upptäckas vid ett tidigt stadium. Dock så behövs fler 

analyser av detta slag för att kunna dra slutsatser om eventuella marginaler till en separation 

av vattenpelaren.   

 

Jämförelser har också utförts för stationer före och efter en uppgradering samt för 

systerturbiner. Resultatet var att det gick att se tydliga likheter mellan de olika testerna men 

samtidigt se en hel del olikheter. Slutsatsen blir därför att erfarenheter från tidigare test på 

samma turbin eller hos en systerturbin kan utnyttjas vid förberedelser för nya test.  

 

Resultatet av examensarbetet är en guidebok till att hitta tidiga indikationer till större 

kaviteter. Guideboken tar upp 5 olika exempel på indikationer att titta efter vid utförande av 

stängningstest. På grund av de unika utseendena på trycktransienterna för varje 

vattenkraftsstation så räcker inte guideboken till för att göra en komplett analys av ett 

stängningstest. Den hjälper dock till att påvisa när det behövs tillkallas på experthjälp. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND  

Swedish hydropower is built to produce about 65 TWh electricity for a normal year. 

This is about 46 % of the total electricity production in Sweden. By using the height 

difference from when water moves between the upper reservoir and the lower 

reservoir energy can be extracted in a hydropower station. Dams are built to get a high 

level difference and also can also store water from one season to another. This means 

hydropower can be used as both base and regulating power. Due to the expansion of 

the unregulated wind energy the hydropower sector will play a larger role for a stable 

electricity grid in the future. [1], [2] 

 

In order to regulate a more unstable grid it is important to know how much each 

turbine can contribute and what the consequences for doing that are. Fast changes of 

the load can affect the lifetime of the turbine and increase the risk of production loss. 

When the load is changed the opening of the guide vanes is changed more or less 

rapidly. This will affect the flow through the turbine, the pressure before and after the 

guide vanes and a rise in rotational speed of the turbine if it is disconnected from the 

grid. The sequence that affects the pressure transients the most is when the guide 

vanes rapidly change from a large opening to fully closed at quick stops due to fault 

detection.      

 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The design of the waterways of a hydropower station differs from station to station. 

Therefore the hydraulic pressure transients will have a different signature in each 

station.  

 

A few relevant questions related to these problems are as follows: 

 

 Are there any incidents known related to hydraulic pressure transients in the 

draft tube? 

 Do the appearance of the hydraulic pressure transients differ for upgrades of a 

turbine and for sister turbines? 

 Are there any early indications of large cavity formation? 

 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of the study are to find available studies of the subject and to analyse 

available data. This information will help us to make a guide book on finding 

indications of large cavities. This guide book should then be available in the power 

stations when performing commissioning and status tests of the turbines.  

 
1.4 METHOD  

The project started with a literature study, where the goal was to find published 

research reports on the subject and to find accidents related to hydraulic pressure 

transients in the draft tube. The work continued with a review of existing data from 

several test recordings. The available data was from status and commissioning tests at 

different power stations between the years 2003-2010. The data was run for 

evaluation in a MATLAB program and organized by the type of turbine and the 
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behavior in the draft tube pressure. Afterwards, deeper analyses were made of the 

most interesting test results. Examples from these analyses were taken and will be 

used in a guide book of how to find indications of large cavities.  

 
1.5 DEMARCATION 

Only measurements of Kaplan and Francis turbines are analysed. These are the most 

common turbines in Sweden and the ones most affected by pressure transients. Only 

data from commissioning and status tests between 2003 and 2010 is analysed.  
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2 Theory 
2.1 INTRODUCTION TO HYDROPOWER  

2.1.1 The design of a hydropower plant  

 

Figure 2.1: The principals of a hydropower plant. [28] 

 

A schematic picture of a hydropower plant is shown in figure 2.1. Water is stored in 

the upper reservoir or storage lake. The penstock leads the water to the turbine where 

the energy of the water is transferred to rotational energy of the turbine. The 

generator then transforms the rotational energy to electrical energy. The transformer 

changes the voltage of the electric energy to a suitable voltage level for the electrical 

grid. After the water passes through the turbine, it is transported through the draft tube 

and in some cases further through a discharge tunnel. [3] 

 

 

2.1.2 Energy conversion 

The basic principle of hydropower is to use the potential energy of water and convert 

it to kinetic energy that drives a turbine. The energy that can be transformed is 

calculated by formula 

 

HgQP ****  [W]        

 (2.1) 

 

where P is the energy [W], η is the efficiency of the turbine,  ρ is the density of water 

[kg/m
3
], Q is the flow [m

3
/s], g is the gravity acceleration [m/s

2
] and H is the total 

head [m]. 

[3] 

 

In hydropower there are two categories of turbines; impulse and reaction turbines.  

 

For impulse turbines the potential energy is completely converted into kinetic energy 

before hitting the runner of the turbine. The pressure is then the same before and after 
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the runner. The most common impulse turbine is the Pelton turbine. This Master 

thesis project will not cover the Pelton turbine however, since it does not have the 

pressure transient problem in the draft tube and because it is not used extensively in 

Sweden. [4] 

 

Reaction turbines convert the energy through a reaction part and an impulse part. The 

reaction part is the pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet of the runner. For 

this to be possible the runner needs to be completely filled with water. The impulse is 

due to change in velocity vectors that occur when the water hits the runner. The most 

common reaction turbines are the Francis turbine and the Kaplan turbine. [4] 

 

2.1.3 The Francis turbine 

The Francis turbine is used for medium flow rates with a head between 15 and 700 

meters. It has an efficiency of about 0.96 for modern machines. The most common 

type of Francis turbine is the radial-axial turbine where the water enters the turbine 

horizontally from the side and exits vertically down, see figure 2.2. The runner 

consists of 12-17 fixed blades. In order for the water to hit all the runner blades with 

the same amount of flow a spiral casing is needed. To distribute the water the stay 

vanes then direct the water to the guide vanes that adjust the inlet angle and the 

opening from the spiral casing. The flow is controlled with the guide vanes. [5] A 

schematic figure of a Francis turbine is shown in figure 2.2. 

  

Figure 2.2: A Francis turbine. The rotating parts are marked in red, the bearing parts in yellow, 

the moving parts in blue and the water in light blue. [29] 

 

2.1.4 The Kaplan turbine 

The Kaplan turbine is used for large flow rates with a head between 5 and 70 meters. 

The Kaplan turbine is an axial-flow turbine in which the water enters the runner 

vertically from above, see figure 2.3. The runner consists of 4 to 8 blades that can be 

fixed or adjustable depending on the type of machine. To get the correct amount and 

direction of the water the Kaplan turbine also uses spiral casing, stay vanes and guide 

vanes in the same way that a Francis turbine does. [5] A schematic figure of a Pelton 

turbine is shown in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3: A Kaplan turbine. The rotating parts are marked in red, the bearing parts in yellow, 

the moving parts in blue and the water in light blue.  [6] 

2.1.5 Stay vanes and guide vanes 

The stay vanes carry the weight of the whole turbine and change the direction of the 

flow toward the guide vanes. The stay vanes are stationary. The guide vanes control 

the amount of flow and the direction of the flow that is going into the runner blades. 

The guide vanes rotate around their axis and are controlled by a large ring that is 

synchronising the movement of all guide vanes at the same time. The guide vanes can 

be used to shut down the whole turbine by closing of the flow passage. In figure 2.4 

the way of water through the stay vanes and guide vanes are shown. [7], [5] 
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Figure 1.4: Radial view of guide vanes and stay vanes.  

    

 

2.1.6 Different types of guide vane closures 

A turbine can sometime be exposed to electrical, mechanical or hydraulic faults and 

therefore be forced to an emergency stop. Examples of these faults could be a sudden 

disconnection to the grid, an uncontrolled rising of the rotational speed or leakage of 

water at any point where it is not supposed to. 

 

During a closure procedure it is necessary that balance exists between rotational speed 

and pressure transients. If the closure is too slow the rotational speed might be higher 

than desired. If the closure is rapid there is a risk for formation of larger cavities and 

column separation.  

 

The connection between a closure and the rotational speed is as follows. For fast a 

stoppage the generator is disconnected. When the generator is disconnected it stops 

braking the turbine to keep the rotational speed down. Instead the rotating system 

accelerates to higher rotational speeds. At the same time the guide vanes are reducing 

the amount of flow. The time the runner has to accelerate and the level it is allowed to 

accelerate to are then decided by the closing time of the guide vanes. After the top of 

the rotational speed curve the energy losses in the rotational system and the water will 

slow down the rotational speed. During this part of the process the braking power is 

larger in the turbine than the surrounding water. The turbine may act like a pump and 
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forces the water down in the draft tube and the reaction force results in a lifting of the 

rotating system.    

 

When performing a closure it is important to have a good balance between rotational 

speed rise and pressure transients. Instead of constant closing speed a faster closing in 

the beginning will reduce rotational speed rise and a slower closing speed in the end 

will reduce the pressure transients. This change of closing speed in the closure is 

called a knee, see figure 2.5. With a knee the closing speed decreases when a certain 

level of guide vane opening is reached. The knee is preferably located after the 

rotational speed top peak. An example of a knee is shown in figure 2.5. [8]  

 

One effect of using the knee is also that there is significant flow through the guide 

vanes when low pressures (close to vapour) occur. This gives extra margin to a 

possible large column separation. The knee may also reduce sudden shaft lifts.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: A closure with a knee at a guide vane opening of about 20 %. 

 

There are three different types of quick closures of the guide vanes. These include 

quick stoppage and closure (SS), load rejection (LF) and synchronized quick stoppage 

(SAS). With a quick closure and stoppage the generator switch opens and guide vanes 

close as fast as possible. The same procedure is done for a load rejection, except when 

the rotational speed reaches just below 100 % the guide vanes slowly open to make 

the machine synchronized and ready to phase in with the grid again. During 

synchronized quick stoppage the generator is quickly regulated down to idling mode 

and thereafter taken to a complete stoppage. [9] 

 

 

2.1.7 Surge gallery 

Surge galleries contain extra water volumes besides the water conduits. They are 

designed to store the water by increasing the water level when the pressure rises, and 

give water by decreasing the water level when the pressure decreases in the 
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waterways. Surge galleries are commonly used both upstream and downstream of the 

turbine. The surge gallery has a much slower variation of level and reduces any large 

pressure transient amplitude by introducing a nearly constant pressure to the 

connecting tunnel.  

  

The level in the downstream surge gallery is connected with the downstream reservoir 

forming a U-pipe. During full flow through the turbine the water level is higher in the 

surge gallery than the downstream reservoir. This is due to friction losses in the 

system. When the guide vanes close the pressure decrease and the water level in the 

surge gallery will decrease and start to oscillate in correlation with the downstream 

reservoir. There are enormous forces involved in a hydropower station. For some 

stations the discharge tunnel can be several km long. For an example a tunnel of 5 km 

and an area of 100 m
2
 will have a water mass of about 500,000 tonnes. That is an 

enormous moving mass and it will not react immediately if the closing time of the 

guide vanes is too fast. A typical time period of these oscillations is between 2-6 

minutes. The oscillation will continue until it is damped out by the friction in the 

system. The new stability level will be the same level as the downstream reservoir. A 

example of how this U-pipe may appear is given in figure 2.6. [10], [11] 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Discharge tunnel with the gate shaft, surge gallery and the downstream reservoir. 

The dotted line indicates the U-pipe between the surge gallery and the downstream reservoir. 

[10]  

 

2.1.8 Gate shaft 

The gate shaft is built to contain the gate that is lowered down when the turbine needs 

to be drained for maintenance.  

 

A gate shaft will act by the same principles as the surge gallery. One difference is that 

the gate shaft is smaller and not built to take a major part in reducing the surge 

phenomena. For the gate shaft the other end of the U-pipe is the Surge gallery. That is 

if there is a surge gallery downstream. The distance between the gate shaft and the 

surge gallery is relatively short, resulting in a time period of oscillations of about 10-

20 s. Due to the oscillation of the gate shaft, the level in the gate shaft will depend 

both on the fast oscillation between the gate shaft and the surge gallery and the slow 

oscillation between the surge gallery and the downstream reservoir. This means that it 

is possible to see the movement of the surge gallery by looking at the gate shaft level. 

Figure 2.7 shows how the level may vary in the gate shaft after a closure. [10] 
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Figure 2.7: Level in gate shaft. The long period is from the reflection between the surge tank and 

the lower reservoir and the short period is between the gate shaft and the surge tank. 

 
2.2 HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS IN HYDROPOWER 

2.2.1 What is a hydraulic transient? 

Hydraulic transients describe the disturbance in a fluid when the fluid goes from one 

level of steady state to another. The disturbance is due to changes of flow where the 

kinetic energy of the water is transformed to pressure energy. This pressure energy 

will emerge as a package of pressure waves moving in the closed hydraulic system. 

Due to the compressibility of water its movement does not stop immediately. The 

package of pressure waves will continue to move in the system until a new stability 

level is reached. These hydraulic transients do not need a big change in flow to be 

created. In hydropower the most violent hydraulic transients occur when the guide 

vanes are closed rapidly. [12] 

 

2.2.2 Reflection time 

To avoid high pressures at closure of guide vanes it is important that the closure time 

is long enough. The closure time should always be longer than the reflection time. 

The reflection time is the time it takes for a pressure wave to transport back and forth 

in a pipe system.  

 

         

 (2.2) 

 

Where L is the length of the pipe [m] and a is the constant speed of the pressure wave 

[m/s]. In hydropower L is the length between the turbine and the surge gallery. [5] 

 

2.2.3 Water hammer 

Fast changes in flow lead to steep pressure transients. The maximal amplitude of these 

transients can be calculated by the formula 
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where a is the velocity of the pressure wave [m/s], g is the gravitational acceleration 

[m/s
2
] and c is the sudden change in flow velocity [m/s].  

 

In a hydropower plant it is important to have a longer closure of the guide vanes than 

Tr. The pressure wave then will come back to the guide vanes before they are fully 

closed and by negative interference reduce the amplitude of the pressure wave that is 

still forming. If the closure of the guide vanes is longer than Tr the amplitude may be 

estimated by 
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 (2.4) 

 

where Tc is the closing time of the guide vanes [s]. [5]     

 

2.2.4 Cavitation  

When the pressure of a liquid locally drops to vapour pressure (e.g at high velocity 

zones) bubbles filled with vapour are created. These bubbles then collapse when they 

come into regions of higher pressure. If these bubbles collapse on surfaces of runner 

blades or draft tube wall they can cause severe erosion and damage. Therefore 

cavitation can affect the expected lifetime of a turbine. In hydropower these sections 

with low pressure can occur on the suction surfaces of the runner blades where the 

movement of the blades in the fluid creates a low pressure region where low pressure 

already exists. Figure 2.8 shows how cavitation can be formed and how they can 

appear. [4], [5]   

 

 

Figure 2.8: Stages of cavitation and where they are formed.  
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2.2.5 Large cavities  

When the closure of the guide vanes is fast a low pressure is created behind the guide 

vanes. If the pressure drops to the vapour pressure of water, massive vapour bubbles 

may form called large cavities. These large cavities can be proposed to form in a few 

different ways. One is the same procedure as shown in (d) in figure 2.8 where a 

vapour pocket is created on the tip of the blade in a low pressure zone. In a situation 

where the guide vane is closed rapidly the vapour pockets grow large. Figure 2.9 

shows how these pockets may appear on a Kaplan turbine and figure 2.10 shows how 

they can appear on a Francis turbine. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Large cavity hanging on the blade of a Kaplan turbine. The turbine parts are marked 

in orange, the water in blue and the large cavity in white. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Larger cavities hanging on the blades of a Francis turbine. The turbine parts are 

marked in orange, the water in blue and the large cavity in white. 

Another phenomenon causing large cavities is the vortex rope. The vortex rope is 

mainly created under a turbine with fixed blades and an operation under the best 

efficiency of the turbine. A typical vortex rope rotates with 30-50 % of the rotational 

speed of the turbine. Figure 2.11 shows how a vortex rope can appear. [13] 
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Figure 2.11: Vortex rope under a Francis turbine. The turbine parts are marked in orange, the 

water in blue and the vortex rope in white. 

 

2.2.6 Column separation and reverse water hammer. 

Large cavities can grow to cover a whole section of the draft tube. The water column 

is then broken and a column separation has occurred. The mean velocity of incoming 

water is less than the mean of the outgoing. After some time the outgoing water will 

reduce in velocity and start to come back due to higher pressure in the surge gallery 

and/or outlet of the draft tube. The large cavities or vapour column will then collapse 

and create a reverse water hammer with a high pressure rise which may damage the 

turbine blade and head cover.  

 

 

Figure 2.12: Full column separation for a Kaplan turbine. 

 [14], [15], [8] 
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2.3 INCIDENTS  

There have probably been many incidents caused by column separation and reverse 

water hammer. The responsible companies tend to not make the incidents public and 

therefore it is difficult to find information on the subject. Some incidents mentioned 

below can be found with Google and the others are documented at Vattenfall. From 

the 1950s to present there have been several accidents with the Kaplan turbines. [16] 

2.3.1 Blade breaks in Yugoslavia late 70s 

In the late 1970:s a blade of a turbine broke in a hydropower plant in Yugoslavia. The 

unit had an installed capacity of 22.4 MW, a head of 19.3 meters, a discharge of 

136m
3
/s and a rotor speed of 150 rpm. The unit was operating with a power output of 

8 MW when the feedback tape
1
 was torn off. The guide vanes then opened rapidly and 

the power output increased to a point where it was oscillating between 20 and 25 

MW. The emergency shut off button was pressed and the unit was disconnected from 

the grid. After the overspeed control unit was able to stop the unit a banging noise 

was heard from the turbine and water was leaking out through the head cover of the 

turbine. The loud noise was a result of the column separation and reverse water 

hammer that broke off a part of a blade. The blade part then continued to damage 

other parts of the turbine. For example scratches were found on the guide vanes 

showing they were close to or completely closed. The blade was broken in the root 

and there were no sign of cracks or defects showing material fatigue. [17] 

2.3.2 A breakdown in Sweden 1986 

1986 a hydropower plant broke down in Sweden. The machine had a Kaplan turbine 

which had a head of 40 meters. When the machine was ready to start it had a problem 

connecting to the grid. The flow through the turbine rose until the over speed signal 

reached the emergency stop level, at a rotational speed of approximately 200 rpm. 

Since the turbine was still accelerating the rotational speed might have reached 250 

rpm, which is approximately 70 % above normal rotational speed. This was all before 

guide vanes were closed enough to reduce the rotational speed of the turbine. With the 

present water levels at a normal closure time there should not have been a risk for 

vacuum pressure in the draft tube, despite the fact that the rotating system was thrown 

upwards with a violent force. Consequently, there was damage on the guide bearing 

and its attachment to the head cover. The rotating system weighed 330 ton. The 

weight and the deformation of the attachments to the head cover of 10 mm indicate 

that a force of at least 400 ton is needed. The most likely cause of this incident is 

reverse water hammer from an implosion of a big cavity or column separation. [15]       

 

 

2.3.3 Breakdown in Stuguns power station 1992 

On a commissioning test for Stuguns power station an accident occurred. The test was 

made due to renovation of the generator and the turbine. The test could be seen as a 

standard test where nothing really changed from before. In one load rejection test a 

column separation occurred and broke off one of the runner blades. The blade was 

then found in 10 pieces. Whether it broke in to more then one piece the moment the 

                                                 
1
 Feedback tape: A description of the function of the feedback tape was not found. The expression is 

used as in the referenced report.  
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water came back or if it happened later is uncertain. One of the pieces caused great 

damage on the turbine head cover. [8]     

 

2.3.4 Breakdown in Akkats power station 2002 

The equipment that is controlling and turns the guide vanes were refurbished during 

the spring 2002. After the change the function was tested with start up and stopping 

tests. During a load rejection one or more links between rotary actuators and the guide 

vanes were released and therefore the guide vanes were closed more rapidly than 

intended. The rapid closure created a vapour bubble that covered the Kaplan runner, a 

column separation. A few seconds later the vapour bubble collapsed and caused a 

lifting of the runner with 700 tonnes of shaft and generator rotor. This package then 

lifted the whole 3 floor building with heavy concrete structure several millimetres. 

The result was part of the building structure were congested and damaged. [8]    

 
2.4 AVAILABLE LITERATURE  

There is a limited amount of research about column separation in hydropower plants. 

The main research has been to avoid a water hammer situation in the spiral case. This 

literature study aims to find what research that have been performed and where this 

research have been taken place.  

 

2.4.1 “Water hammer with column separation: A review of research 
in the twentieth century”, by Anton Bergant, Angus R. Simpson, Arris 
S. Tjisseling [20] 

This is a report that review the research in water hammer induced column separation 

form the discovery of the phenomena in the late 19
th

 century to the commercial 

software packages available in the late 20
th

 century. The report has over 300 

references cited but is not focused on just hydropower. This report is a good start if 

the indication is to go deep in the theory of the phenomenon.  

2.4.2 “Study on reverse water hammer of the Kaplan turbine“, by 
Yanze Liu, Jinshi Chang [21] 

This is a Chinese study of where in the waterways the water hammer occurs and how 

it is affected by sand quantity in the water. The report itself is not particularly 

extensive but it mentions there have been many accidents due to reverse water 

hammer since the 1950s. This indicates there are more accidents and studies than 

previous known. There were problems to find the references to this report. A reason 

could be that they may be written in Chinese.  

2.4.3 Stanislav Pejovic 

Stanislav Pejovic seems to have spent years of studies with the reverse water hammer 

problem. He studied the incident in Yugoslavia in the late 70s and has written several 

reports since. Most of the reports seem to analyse just that incident. Stanislav uses 

mathematical models of the flow in his analyses. The book called “Guidelines to 

hydraulic transient analysis” sounds like relevant material of which he has written. 

[22] 
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2.4.4 “Transient wave propagation in bubbly liquids”, by D. S. 
Drumheller, M. E. Kipp & A. Bedford [23] 

Tells about different speeds for pressure waves depending on how much bubbles there 

are in the water. In addition there is a theoretical and a numerical investigation of 

transient impulses. For this nonlinear equations are used.  

2.4.5 International conferences on pressure surges  

There have been 10 conferences on pressure surges. In these there have been 

examples applying to hydropower and pressure transients in the draft tube. These 

include examples of incidents and happenings in real stations to mathematical models 

of the phenomena of pressure transients.  

 

Third International Conference of Pressure Surges, 1980 

The third international conference includes an article called “A nonlinear 

mathematical model for analysis of transients caused by a governed Francis turbine” 

by M.H Chaudhry. Work by Chaudhry found in the reference page on several articles 

about pressure transients.  

 

The article called “Kaplan turbine accidents and reverse water hammer” by S.Pejovic, 

L.Krsmanovic, A.Gajic & D.Obradovic mentions the incident with a blade break in 

Yugoslavia. [17]  

 

Seventh International Conference on Pressure Surges and Fluid Transients in 

Pipelines and Open Channels 

The article “Two-phase gas-liquid experiences in fluid transients” at page 65-81 by C. 

Samuel Martin describes how the speed of the sound is affected by the amount of gas 

bubbles in a liquid. In addition it gives examples of where these bubbles occur.  

 

The article “Pressure surges-Criteria for acceptability” on page 343-362 by M W 

Hamilton and Dr G Taylor describe what parameters should be considered when 

building/installing a power station. One example is how the closing time of a turbine 

should be handled.  

 

The article “Ongoing research work on nonstationary flow problems at Norwegian 

University of Science and Tehcnology” at page 399-410 by Hermod Brekke describes 

how the vortex rope under a Francis turbine change direction depending on the power 

output of the turbine. [24] 

 

2.4.6 “Characteristics of the Kaplan turbine and its influence on the 
normal transient regimes”, by Ivljanin Bojan & Gajic Alexandar[25] 

This is a study of reverse water hammer where three models of Kaplan turbines were 

tested in a laboratory and computed by numerical software.  
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2.4.7 “Water hammer 2 phase analysis Hydraulic system with a 
Kaplan turbine”, by Dr. Andreas Dudlik & Dr. Jiri Koutnik [26] 

This article is a result of a simulation model which includes a penstock, a Kaplan 

turbine and a draft tube of a power station. The simulated result includes pressures in 

the penstock and the draft tube for a quick closure.  

 

2.4.8 Other relevant literature 

Following is a list of literature that has not been found or read.  

 “Simulation of the Water Hammer in a Hydro Power Plant Caused by Draft 

tube Surges” by Albert Ruprecht & Thomas Helmrich [30] 

 “Hydraulic machines: Turbines and pumps” by Grigori Krivchenko [12] 

 “Applied Hydraulic Transients: For Hydropower Plants and Pumping 

Stations” by Mihail Popescu, Dumitru Arsenie & Paul Vlase [31] 
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3 Analysing the effects from an emergency stop of a 
turbine 
To be able to analyse and sorting hydropower stations regarding their sensitivity for 

cavities and pressure transients an already developed MATLAB programme is used. 

The MATLAB programme was developed by Gerd Lejdstrand in her Master thesis 

project [12]. The MATLAB programme reads excel files with measurement data and 

plots curves of interest and calculate numbers that are of use. Measurement data is 

taken from commissioning tests and status tests in the period of 2003 to 2010 for the 

Vattenfall hydropower plants. An analysing method for each turbine is developed and 

several analyses are made for turbines with low draft tube pressure. It is of value to 

see if the same turbine behaves differently after an upgrade and if there are any 

differences for sister turbines. Therefore a comparison of an upgraded turbine and two 

sister turbines are made.  

 
3.1 TOOL 

The MATLAB program developed by Gerd Lejdstrand in her Master thesis project 

was used with a few changes. The full code of the program can be found in her report. 

[12] 

 

3.1.1 Changes in the MATLAB program 

A few changes were done in the MATLAB program to make it able to read different 

format of the data and make a more complete analysis.  

 

The programme was translated in to English from Swedish in the essential parts for 

this report. 

 

Frequency analysis 

A frequency analysis was added to the program. To know the pressure frequencies in 

the draft tube is important when analysing the data. The frequencies can tell which 

parameters that affect the draft tube pressure for a closing procedure.  

 

During a closure there are a few parameters that do not stay constant. The rotational 

speed of the turbine changes and so do the flow. Therefore a frequency analysis is 

best made for a smaller interval. When analysing the draft tube pressure, the 

interesting interval varies from test to test. Therefore there are no automatic frequency 

analysis added and the user has to choose one or more intervals.  

 

The frequency analysis is made by performing a fast Fourier transform. The code is 

found in appendix 1. 

 

To verify the accuracy of the frequency analysis a test is made. A simulation is made 

with a draft tube pressure of the form: 

 
sugror=sin(2*pi*tid)+4*sin(8*pi*tid); 

 

The simulated sampling rate is 200 Hz. The result from the frequency analysis should 

be one frequency of 1 Hz and amplitude of 1 meter water column (mwc) and one 
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frequency of 4 Hz with amplitude of 4 mwc. Two tests are made. One with a interval 

of 20 s and one with 3 s. 

 

Figure 3.1: Draft tube pressures to the left and frequency analyses to the right.  

The test result can be seen in figure 3.1. The tests show a good accuracy for the longer 

interval. The shorter interval is about 3 s which is about the same as the analysed 

intervals of draft tube pressures. The frequency analysis does not give a perfect result. 

However, it is good enough to get indications of the present frequencies.  

 

Table for results 

The results from the MATLAB program were not collected for a good overview. 

Therefore a table was made with all the resulting parameters from the program in the 

end of the MATLAB script. The descriptions for the parameters were saved in an 

array called “beskrivning” and the results in another array called “varde”.  

 

Saving the results 

There were no ways of saving the results from the MATLAB program. Therefore a 

version of the program were made where it automatically saved the table in an excel 

file. To do this the MATLAB command “xlswrite” was used. 

 

[success, meddelande] = xlswrite('resultat_.xls',[beskrivning varde])            (3.1) 

 

This commando saved the arrays, ”beskrivning” and ”varde”, in an excel file called 

“resultat_.xls”. 
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3.2 ANALYSING METHOD 

To analyse the result of running the data in the MATLAB programme a few different 

view points were used. The indications of large cavities and the margins for large 

cavities and column separation were analysed.  

 

3.2.1 Indications of large cavities 

Flat characteristics of low pressure 

When looking for flat characteristics of low pressure the minimal pressure of the draft 

tube is analysed. A flat characteristic of the minimal draft tube pressure could mean 

there is a change of surrounding condition. This could be going from a system of 

waterways fully filled with water to a situation where there is a free water surface just 

above or at the measurement sensor. These flat parts of the curve often occur at a 

pressure near -10 meter water column (mwc) although they can also appear for higher 

pressures. This depends on what level is set as reference level for the measurement. 

The pressure of -10 mwc is the pressure of vacuum. The pressure level can therefore 

not be less than -10 mwc.  

 

If there is a situation where the draft tube pressure stays flat for an extensive amount 

of time there is a high probability of large cavity forming.  

 

Asymmetrical draft tube pressure as a function of time 

The draft tube pressure can have an asymmetrical appearance when there is a change 

of condition. This change of condition could be going from a system filled with only 

water to a system of both water and gas. This situation can be seen when the draft 

tube has longer pressure dips followed by high and sharp pressure peaks. For a water 

filled system the pressure variation does not get affected if there is a peak or a dip of 

the pressure. This is due to a constant elasticity of the water. Therefore the pressure 

peaks and dips also will contain high frequencies. For a system including gas, the size 

of the cavities depends on the pressure and the elasticity of water depends on the size 

of the cavity. This means when the pressure is high the size of the cavity will be small 

and the pressure peak will be sharp. The opposite pertains to a low pressure. This 

implies that the pressure dips will be longer and more rounded. If the pressure peaks 

are high it could be a result of a collapsing cavity 

 

Low pressure level 

Large cavities appear when the draft tube pressure reaches vapour pressure of water. 

This happens at different pressures depending of the temperature and amount of gas in 

the water. Therefore the draft tube pressure is analysed to the distance to vacuum 

pressure of -10 mwc at levels just below the runner. In addition a comparison to the, 

by turbine specifications, permitted low draft tube pressure is made.  

 

Collapses of large cavities can cause damage mainly on the runner and the inner head 

cover of the turbine. Therefore it is essential to know the pressure near these surfaces. 

This is done by using the distance between the measurement sensor to the runner and 

inner head cover.  

 

There are a few different kinds of measurement sensors for the draft tube pressure. 

Some has the sensor directly in the draft tube while others have a pipe of water from 
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the draft tube and the measurement sensor at the end of the pipe. The measurement 

sensor with a pipe may react slower than the other. 

 

Flat top and steep decline of rotational speed level 

If the rotational speed curve is obviously flat at the top it means the runner is 

operating in gaseous space. Another typical sign is if the decrease of the rotational 

speed is steep after the top. When the water comes back it barely has any rotation at 

all. The runner then tries to surf on the water causing a lift force and at the same time 

the runner has to accelerate the water in between the runner blades to get the same 

rotation of the water as the runner blades itself. This is what causes the steep decline 

of the curve. The combined situation with a flat top and steep decline of the rotational 

speed curve therefore indicates of a situation where full water column separation has 

occurred.  

 

The graphs for the rotational speed will show small steps in the curve. These steps are 

due to a low sampling rate in the measurements.  

 

Frequency analysis 

The frequency analysis can tell which kinds of large cavities that are involved. A 

large cavity that is hanging on the blade has a correlation with the rotational speed of 

the turbine. A vortex rope is also connected to the rotational speed but has a frequency 

of a half, a third or a fourth of the rotational speed.  

 

Shaft lift 

The shaft lift of the turbine may give indications of large cavity collapses. Please note 

that the curve of the shaft lift is often reversed and what can be seen as dips in the 

lifting curve actually is lifting peaks. A breakdown of a large cavity can give a fast 

lifting peak in the shaft lift. Therefore these lifting peaks are noticed and analysed. 

The timing and amplitude of the peaks are of importance. 

 

Spiral case pressure 

For cases where there are pressure peaks in the draft tube correlating with a shaft lift 

peak and a pressure peak in the gate shaft the spiral case pressure can be used to 

verify the origin of the pressure peak. Sometimes the pressure peak starts in the spiral 

case and not in the draft tube.  

 

The y-axis in the graphs will show the pressure in mwc with the meter above sea level 

(masl) as a reference point. 

 

Gate shaft pressure 

The gate shaft level can show pressure peaks with the origin in the draft tube. The 

amplitude of these pressure peaks is smaller due to the distance from the origin of the 

pressure wave. When knowing the distance from the measurement sensor in the gate 

shaft to the runner the amplitude of the pressure peak in the draft tube can be 

calculated from the pressure peak in the gate shaft. That way analyses can be made for 

tests where the draft tube pressure is missing.  

 

The y-axis in the graphs will show as a level that is measured in meter above sea level 

(masl). These measurements are performed with a measurement sensor that measures 
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the pressure. Therefore pressure peaks will be noticeable in the graphs for the gate 

shaft.   

 

3.2.2 Margins 

Surge gallery level 

From the gate shaft level it is possible for some cases to see level of the water column 

in the surge gallery. A high level in the gate shaft means a high level in the surge 

gallery. A high level in both the surge gallery and the gate shaft means more water 

that can react and prevent low pressures in the draft tube. Therefore a high surge 

gallery level is increasing the margins for large cavities to form.  

 

Closing time  

A fast closing time is often resulting in low draft tube pressures. So is a lack of a knee 

in the closure. This part of the analysis determines whether the closure was performed 

well in relation to the reduction of flow. The closing time and position of the knee are 

noticed. So are the fastest closing speed and the corresponding fastest reduction of 

flow.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed 

The time between low draft tube pressure and maximal rotational speed is important 

due to a higher sensitivity for the turbine operating at high speed in low pressures.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and full closure 

There is a larger risk for cavity building when there is a low flow. That situation 

occurs when the guide vanes are close to or fully closed. Therefore the parameter 

“time between low draft tube pressure and full closure” is analysed. [27] 

 

Conclusion 

A small conclusion is made where the indications of large cavities and the margins are 

added together.  

 
3.3 AVAILABLE DATA 

Different tests are made at the turbines when controlling the status of the turbine and 

when performing commissioning tests after upgrading different parts of the turbine. 

Data from status and commissioning tests are available between the years 2003 and 

2010. From these tests the quick closure and stoppages, the load rejections and the 

synchronized quick stoppage with a starting guide vane opening of more than 70 % 

were used in the MATLAB program. Useable tests were found from 25 different test 

occasions. These tests were divided in to a Kaplan and a Francis category. All tests 

went through the program and were then saved. Then analyses were made for 14 of 

the tests. These tests were selected by the lower level of the draft tube pressure. All 

selected tests had a draft tube pressure that stayed below or had an average under -3 

mwc for over 0.2 s.  
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3.4 EXAMPLES OF ANALYSES 

To show how the analyses are made and how the analyses differ between a critical 

and a more normal closure, here are a couple of examples of both no indication 

situations and probable large cavity situations. There are two analyses on the Kaplan 

turbine G3 in Ligga and two analyses at the Francis turbine G12 at Porjus. One 

analysis of a closure with a low starting draft tube opening and one with a high 

starting guide vane opening for each turbine are made.   

 

3.4.1 Ligga G3 2006 

 

The power station Ligga is located at the river Luleälven in northern Sweden. Ligga 

has three Kaplan turbines. In 2006 status tests were completed on the unit G3. Two of 

the test will be analysed and compared. The first test was a load rejection with a 

starting guide vane opening of 50 % and the second test was a quick closure and 

stoppage with a guide vane opening of 85 %. The sampling rate was 640 Hz. The 

turbine has an operational rotational speed of 107.1 rpm which is 1.785 Hz.  

 

3.4.1.1 Load rejection from 50 % at Ligga G3 

 

Figure 3.2: Draft tube pressure. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time 

and the time of full closure. 
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Indications of large cavities 

Flat characteristics of low pressure  

 

Figure 3.3: Draft tube pressure near long lasting low pressures. The dot shows a sudden pressure 

peak in the draft tube. This interval is about 9 s after the knee and 15 s before full closure 

From figure 3.3 it can be seen that the draft tube pressure has no flat characteristics 

for the lower pressure dips.  

 

Asymmetrical draft tube pressure as a function of time 

The draft tube pressure mainly consists of pressure dips and peaks with a constant 

disturbing frequencies indicating only water is present in the system. One exception is 

the pressure peak at 33.46 s indicating a gaseous substance is present momentarily 

before. 

 

Low pressure level 

The lowest point of the draft tube pressure is -3.82 mwc. This is during a short 

pressure dip. The pressure level before the pressure peak at 33.46 s is -2.84 mwc. 

These levels are well above the minimum level at -5.7 mwc stated in the turbine 

specifications. [18] The location of the measurement sensor is not given and the 

distances are therefore not known from the measurement sensor to the inner head 

cover and the runner. Therefore it is difficult to say what the pressures are at these 

points.  
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Flat top and steep decline of rotational speed level 

 

Figure 3.4: Rotational speed. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The 

arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

Figure 3.4 indicates the rotational speed curve does not have either a flat top or a 

steep decline after the top. The maximum rotational speed is 131.7 % of operational 

rotational speed, which is well under the maximum of 140 % stated in the turbine 

specifications. The sudden dip at about 53 s is a measurement error. The steps 

noticeable are a result of a low sampling rate. [18]  

 

Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.5: Draft tube pressure at the interval of which frequency analysis is made. 
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Figure 3.6: frequency analysis of the interval 32.2-34.2 s. The dots indicate some of the appearing 

frequencies. 

The frequency analysis is made for the interval of 32.2-34.2 s which can be seen in 

figure 3.5. The rotational speed goes from 2.29-2.33 Hz in the interval. The 

frequencies in the interval, shown in figure 3.6, do not appear to be connected with 

the rotational speed of the turbine and are not further determined.  

 

Shaft lift 

 

Figure 3.7: Shaft lift. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The arrow 

indicates the time of the knee. 

The curve of the shaft lift shown in figure 3.7 has no instant lifting peaks. Therefore 

there are no indications of collapsing large cavities. There is a faster lifting phase in 

the beginning of the closure at about 26 s. This is due to a faster closing speed of the 

guide vanes. 
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Gate shaft pressure 

 

Figure 3.8: Gate shaft level. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The 

arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

The gate shaft shown in figure 3.8 has a small pressure peak at about 26 s. This is at 

the same time as the faster lifting peak in the gate shaft. It is not large enough to be a 

result of a collapsing large cavity. 

 

Margins 

Surge gallery level 

The gate shaft level indicates the water level is decreasing in the surge gallery. At the 

start of the closure the level in the gate shaft is at about 166 m.  

 

Closing time 

 

Figure 3.9: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 

Figure 3.9 shows that the closing time of the guide vanes are 26.1 s and have a knee 

after 2.73 s at about 28 %. The closing speed before the knee is 7.55 %/s and the 
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fastest reduction of flow is 10.7 %/s. The closing speed and the fastest reduction of 

flow have normal values. The flow reacts well to the knee. 

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed   

The time between the pressure dip at about 33.4 s and the maximum rotational speed 

is about 0.04 s. This means there is a high rotational speed where the draft tube 

pressure is low. This could make the turbine sensitive for a closure with a starting 

guide vane opening near 100 %.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure between and full closure  

The time between the pressure dip at 33.4 s and full closure is about 13.72 s, which is 

quite long. For this closure there are some instant pressure dips near full closure. For 

example the minimal draft tube pressure appears at the same time as full closure.  

 

Conclusion 

There are no significant signs of large cavities for this closure. There is though a first 

sign of an asymmetrical draft tube pressure.  

 

3.4.1.2 Quick stoppage and closure from 85 % at Ligga G3 

 

Figure 3.10: Draft tube pressure. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time 

and the time of full closure. 
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Indications of large cavities 

Flat characteristics of low pressure  
 

 

Figure 3.11: Draft tube pressure. The interval is about 3-4 s after the knee and about 24 s before 

full closure. 

The zoomed in graph shown in figure 3.11 indicates that there are no long lasting low 

pressures that exceed 0.2 seconds. There are a few places where the pressure stays 

under -7 mwc for around 0.14 seconds. The dip at 19.7 s appears flat at around -10 

mwc. This could be an indication that pressure reached the bottom. The pressure peak 

at 20.3 s also reaches the same low, but for a shorter time.  

 

Asymmetrical draft tube pressure as a function of time 

 

Figure 3.12: Draft tube pressure with asymmetrical character. The interval is about 11 s after the 

knee and 17 s before full closure. 

The zoomed in draft tube pressure curve in figure 3.12 shows signs of being 

asymmetrical in several places. The graph is an example with two high and fast 
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pressure peaks after more rounded pressure dips. One pressure peak is at around 27.7 

s and the other is at around 27.87 s.  

 

Low pressure level 

At the lowest point the draft tube pressure reaches -12.06 mwc. The pressure of 

complete vacuum is -10 mwc. This difference could be a result of a bad calibrated 

measurement sensor. These levels are assumed to be at the measurement sensor. At 

this quick closure and stoppage test this level of pressure was reached several of 

times. The draft tube pressure falls below the minimum level at -5.7 mwc, stated in 

the turbine specifications, several times. [18] 

 

The distance from the measurement sensor to the runner is not given. The draft tube 

pressures are significantly low and it is likely that they have reached the vapour 

pressure of water. The distance from the measurement sensor to the inner head cover 

is only interesting when the full closure is reached. Just after this point is reached 

there is a pressure dip of -9.84 mwc. The distance from the measurement sensor to the 

inner head cover is at least 5 meters (estimated from looking at the lower part of the 

runner to the inner head cover), indicating there is a possibility of vapour pressure 

over a large volume.  

 

Flat top and steep decline of rotational speed level 

 

Figure 3.13: rotational speed. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

The curve over the rotational speed in figure 3.13 has a top that may look flattened. In 

this case it is likely to be caused by the motion from the level changes in the gate shaft 

rather than the runner rotating in vacuum. That motion is noticeable throughout the 

whole curve. The curve after the top is not especially steep. The fastest reduction of 

the rotational speed is -3.4 %/s. The maximum rotational speed is 141 % of 

operational speed. The technical data for the turbine explains that the rotational speed 

should not exceed 140 %. Therefore, this closure just exceeded that limit.  
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Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.14: Draft tube pressure at the interval of which frequency analysis is made. The interval 

is about 3-4 s after the knee and about 24 s before full closure. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Frequency analysis of the interval 19.5-21 s. 

A frequency analysis was made for the interval 19.5-21 s where the most long lasting 

low pressures were found. This interval can be seen in figure 3.14. The frequency 

analysis in figure 3.15 shows that the most common frequency is 2.5 Hz. This 

frequency was also dominating in the interval 22.5-24.5 s where the draft tube 

pressure had similar appearance. For both these intervals the rotational speed of the 

runner is around 139 % of operational speed, which corresponds to 2.5 Hz. The other 

frequencies that are noticeable are 5 and 12.5 Hz. All these frequencies are connected 

to the rotational speed at the moment. They are 2 and 5 times the rotational speed. 

There are five blades on the turbine which explain why the frequency of 12.5 is more 

apparent. Each blade passage is then affecting the draft tube pressure at the 

measurement sensor in the draft tube.  
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Shaft lift 

 

Figure 3.16: Shaft lift. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The arrow 

indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden lifting peak. 

The shaft lift curve shown in figure 3.6 shows a slow increase of the lift during the 

closure except for a quick lifting peak at 18.24 s. This pressure peak is instant and lifts 

the shaft around 2.5 mm. This lifting peak could be a result of a large cavity 

breakdown.  

 

Spiral case 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Spiral case pressure. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The dot indicates both a pressure peak and the time of the knee. 

The spiral case pressure curve in figure 3.17 shows a large pressure peak followed by 

a low pressure dip. The pressure peak appears just before the knee in the closure  
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Gate shaft pressure 

 

Figure 3.18: Gate shaft level. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The 

arrow indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden pressure peak. 

 

There is a pressure peak in the gate shaft curve shown in figure 3.18 at about 16.6 s.  

 

Figure 3.19: Zoomed in gate shaft level. The arrow indicates the time of the knee and the dot 

indicates a sudden pressure peak. 

The pressure peak in the gate shaft can be seen in figure 3.19 and it appears just after 

the spiral case pressure reaches its maximum. The pressure peak then appears to have 

its origin in the spiral case and not from a collapsing large cavity.  
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Margins 

Surge gallery 

The gate shaft level indicates that the surge gallery level was slightly increasing 

before the start of the closure. The gate shaft level is at 165.5 m. This is about the 

same as the closure with a starting guide vane opening of 50 %. The difference is that 

the level is getting higher for this closure. Therefore this closure was performed at a 

slightly better time in relation to prevent low draft tube pressures than the closure 

from 50 % guide vane opening.  

 

Closing time  

 

Figure 3.20: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 

The closing time for the guide vanes, taken from figure 3.20, is 34.54 s and there is a 

knee after 7 s at about 31.55 %. The closing speed before the knee is 7.54 %/s and the 

fastest reduction of flow is 12.39 %/s. There are signs indicating a forming of  large 

cavities are close. Therefore it is important to have slow closure of the guide vanes. If 

the closure was faster there would be a greater risk of large cavity development.   

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed  

The two intervals mentioned in the frequency analysis were intervals with long lasting 

low draft tube pressures. Both these intervals occurred when the rotational speed was 

at its maximum. This is where the runner is most sensitive to low pressures.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure between and full closure  

The time between the aforementioned intervals and full closure is about 20 s, which is 

quite long.  For this closure the low draft tube pressures continue to appear during the 

whole closure.  The pressure reaches -10 mwc just around the time for full closure. 

These pressure peaks around the time for full closure are of higher frequency and 

therefore less dangerous.  

 

Conclusion  

There are several signs that the system is close to the appearance of large cavities. The 

pressure reaches a low level at several times. There are indications that the 

measurement sensor reached bottom. These signs are present despite the fact that the 
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closure started at a good time relative to the surge galley level. Therefore it would be 

beneficial to reduce the closing speed before the knee to get a larger margin that 

would prevent large cavities.   

 

3.4.2 Porjus G12 2004 

 

Porjus is a power station with two Francis turbines. This analyse is for the 

measurement data taken at the machine G12 year 2004. Two quick stoppages and 

closures are analysed. One had a starting guide vane opening of 39 % and the other 

had 88 %. The sampling rate is 200 Hz. The turbine has an operational speed of 83.3 

rpm or 1.39 Hz. 

 

3.4.2.1 Quick stoppage and closure from 39 % at Porjus G12 

 

Figure 3.21: Draft tube pressure. Starting time, knee and closing time of the closure. The dots in 

the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time and the time of full closure. 
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Indications of large cavities 

Flat characteristics of low pressure  

 

Figure 3.22: Draft tube pressure near minimum pressure. The arrow indicates the time of the 

knee and the dot indicate a sudden pressure peak. 

The graph in figure 3.22 shows some indications of being flattened near minimum 

pressure. The pressure level at that point stays above -2 mwc indicating it is not a sign 

of large cavities.  

 

Asymmetrical draft tube pressure as a function of time  

The pressure peak at 9.945 s is sharp enough to be considered an asymmetrical 

section in the draft tube pressure. The pressure dips before and after that pressure 

peak have a higher frequency on the pressure dips indicating the draft tube is not 

asymmetrical. Therefore the draft tube pressure can not be considered asymmetrical.  

 

Low pressure level 

The pressure curve dips to -2.54 mwc for a short amount of time. This mean the draft 

tube pressure cannot be considered as low. 

 

The distance between the measurement sensor and the inner head cover is at least 4 m. 

That indicates of a lowest pressure near the top of the runner and near the inner head 

cover of about -6.54 mwc.  
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Flat top and steep decline of rotational speed level 

 

Figure 3.23: Rotational speed. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

The rotational speed curve in figure 3.23 stays flat at the top for almost 2 s. The 

decline of the rotational speed curve is about -1.84 %/s. The appearance of the 

rotational speed curve is normal. The maximum rotational speed reaches 117.8 % of 

operational rotational speed. This is well under the 145 % stated in the turbine 

specification.  

 

Shaft lift 

 

Figure 3.24: Shaft lift. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The arrow 

indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden lifting peak. 

There is a sudden pressure peak in the shaft lift at about 9.985 s of almost 1 mm and 

can be seen in figure 3.24. This is just after the sudden pressure peak in the draft tube 

and could be an indication of a collapsing large cavity.  
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Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.25: Draft tube pressure in the interval of 6.5-11 s. the line indicates the starting time of 

the closure and the arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

 

Figure 3.26: Frequency analysis for the interval 6.5-11 s. 

The interval of 6.5-11 s in figure 3.25 is when the draft tube pressure stays low for a 

longer amount of time. The rotational speed in the interval goes from 1.39 to 1.61 Hz. 

None of the apparent frequencies seen in figure 3.26 seem to be connected to the 

rotational speed of the turbine. The sources of the apparent frequencies are thus 

unknown. 
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Spiral case pressure 

 

Figure 3.27: Spiral case pressure. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The arrow indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden pressure peak. 

There is a sudden pressure peak in the spiral case curve in figure 3.27 that appears 

shortly after the pressure peak in the draft tube and the lifting peak in the shaft lift. 

This indicates an origin of the pressure peak is under the runner and not in the spiral 

case. 

 

Gate shaft level 

 

Figure 3.28: Gate shaft level. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The 

arrow indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden pressure peak. 

Figure 3.28 shows a sudden pressure peak in the gate shaft at 9.91 s. This is before the 

pressure peaks occur in the draft tube indicating the origin is closer to the gate shaft 

than the draft tube. 
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Margins 

Surge level 

The gate shaft level indicates the water is going out of the surge gallery. The gate 

shaft level at the start is at about 311.7 m which is lower than at the closure with a 

starting guide vane opening of 88 %. Therefore this closure is performed during a 

relatively bad time. 

 

Closing time 

 

Figure 3.29: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 

The closing time, taken from figure 3.29, is 6.6 s and has a knee after 1.34 s at 27.95 

%. The fastest closing speed was -8.6 %/s which corresponds to a maximum flow 

reduction of -17.57 %/s. The closing speed seems relatively normal but results in 

fastest reduction of flow that is relatively high.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed  

The time between the analysed pressure dip and the maximum rotational speed is 

about 5 s. For the pressure dip the rotational speed is almost at operational speed.   

 

Time between low draft tube pressure between and full closure  

The time between the analysed pressure dip and full closure is about 4 s. This is 

relatively long due to this short closure.  

 

Conclusion 

The closure shows no signs of large cavities. The only interesting is the appearance of 

a pressure peak noticeable in the whole system. It seems to have an origin though at a 

different place than the draft tube.  
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3.4.2.2 Quick stoppage and closure from 88 % at Porjus G12 

 

Figure 3.30: Draft tube pressure. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time 

and the time of full closure. 

 

Indications of large cavities 

Flat characteristics of low pressure  
 

  

Figure 3.31: Draft tube pressure near minimum pressure. The interval starts at 0.3 s after the 

knee and ends about 4.5 s before full closure.  

In the zoomed in graph of the draft tube pressure shown in figure 3.31 it is obvious 

that the pressure stay low for a long time. The pressure is under -8 mwc for 0.22 

seconds and under -9 mwc for 0.11 seconds. Even though the pressure is low and 

stays low for a long time there is no indications of flat characteristics of the draft tube 

pressure.   
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Asymmetrical draft tube pressure as a function of time 

 

Figure 3.32: Draft tube pressure with asymmetrical appearance. The interval starts about 1 s 

after the knee and ends at about 4 s before full closure. 

The draft tube pressure shows signs of being asymmetrical in figure 3.32. There are a 

few rounded dips that are followed by sharper pressure peaks indicating a presence of 

vapor in the draft tube.   
 

Low pressure level 

The measurement shows a pressure minimum of -10.32 mwc. That is around the 

vacuum pressure and there is a large risk for forming large cavities. The turbine 

specifications allow a pressure decrease of 9.5 mwc. For this closure the starting 

pressure was about 2.5 mwc, meaning the draft tube pressure is not allowed to drop 

under -7 mwc. [19]  

 

The distance between the measurement sensor and the inner head cover is at least 4 m. 

That indicates low pressures near the runner and near the inner head cover.  
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Flat top and steep decline of rotational speed level 

 

Figure 3.33: Rotational speed. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The arrow indicates the time of the knee. 

The rotational speed curve in figure 3.33 reaches almost 150 % of operational speed. 

The turbine specification says that the rotational speed should not exceed 145 % of 

the operational rotational speed. This level is exceeded for 5.37 s. At the top the 

rotational speed stays almost flat for around three seconds. When the rotational speed 

starts to decrease it has a reduction rate of -2.38 %/s. That is a relatively fast decrease. 

The flat top could be an indication of an operation in a vaporous environment. [19] 

 

Shaft lift  

 

Figure 3.34: Shaft lift. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The arrow 

indicates the time of the knee. Dots at three peaks also noticeable in draft tube pressure. Last dot 

is where the rotational speed starts to decrease. 
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Figure 3.35: Draft tube pressure. The arrow indicates the knee and the dots indicate pressure 

peaks. 

The graph for the shaft lift in figure 3.34 shows three interesting peaks that appears 

about 0.1 seconds after high peaks in the draft tube pressure seen in figure 3.35. These 

peaks could be a result of collapsing large cavities. The pressure peak and shaft lift at 

the time where the rotational speed starts to decrease does not show any sign of a 

collapse of a full column separation.  

 

Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.36: Draft tube pressure in the interval of 16.6-18.2 s. The arrow indicates the knee. 
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Figure 3.37: Frequency analysis for the interval 16.6-18.2  s. The dots indicate present 

frequencies. 

The interval 16.6-18.2 s in figure 3.36 is the interval when the draft tube pressure has 

a long and deep dip. During this interval the rotational speed goes from 1.95 to 2.06 

Hz. There are a few noticeable frequencies in the draft tube during the interval which 

can be seen in figure 3.37. One is the frequency of 1.953 Hz which is similar to the 

beginning rotational speed of the interval. The frequencies of 2.73 and 8.98 Hz are 

also noticeable but not determined.  

 

Spiral case pressure 

 

Figure 3.38: Spiral case pressure. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  

The arrow indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden pressure peak. 

A pressure peak is seen at 18.23 s in the spiral case curve shown in figure 3.38. This 

could be a result of one of the large pressure peak in the draft tube. 
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Gate shaft 

 

Figure 3.39: Gate shaft level. The lines indicate the starting time and the time of full closure.  The 

arrow indicates the time of the knee. The dot indicates a sudden pressure peak.  

The gate shaft level shown in figure 3.39 has a pressure peak at 18.47 s. This is after 

the first high pressure peak in the draft tube.  

 

Margins 

Surge gallery level 

The gate shaft level is about 312.5 m at the start. This is 1 m higher than for the 

closure with a starting guide vane opening of 39 % indicating this was a relatively 

good time for a closure.  

 

Closing time  

  

Figure 3.40: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 

The closing time taken from figure 3.40 is 10.79 s and has a knee after 5.09 s at 27.95 

%. The fastest closing speed was -11.71 %/s which corresponds to a maximum flow 
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reduction of -16.59 %/s. The closing time is somewhat faster than normal. 

Considering the result of the closure the closing time should be slower.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed  

The time between minimum draft tube pressure and the maximum rotational speed is 

1.23 s. This means the full closure occurs relatively close to the maximum rotational 

speed. The turbine is sensitive at this point.  

 

Time between low draft tube pressure between and full closure  

The time between minimum draft tube pressure and full closure is 4.78 s. This is close 

to the position of the knee.  

 

Conclusion  

There are clear indications of a large cavity problem. The draft tube pressure dips to 

low levels and there are pressure peaks that are visible in the draft tube, gate shaft, 

spiral case and the shaft lift. The origin of these pressure peaks seems to be in the 

draft tube. This is where the pressure peak occurs first. Therefore a stoppage with a 

higher percentage of the guide vane opening should not be done without increasing 

the closing time. Also a consideration of the surge gallery level is needed. 

 

 
3.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN BEFORE AND AFTER AN UPGRADE OF 
TURBINE  

Ligga G3  

The machine G3 in Ligga went through status tests in 2006. After these tests the 

runner of the turbine was replaced. In 2009 commissioning tests were performed on 

the unit. There were two comparable tests made these two years. Both quick closure 

and stoppages with a starting guide vane opening of 85 % in 2006 and 91 % in 2009. 

The closing procedure was somewhat similar. The sampling rate was 640 Hz for both 

tests. All following graphs will be with 2006 to the left and 2009 to the right. 

 

Closing time 

 

 

Figure 3.41: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 
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Figure 3.41 compares the closing procedure for the two test occasions. Both closures 

haves a knee at about 31.5 % of full opening. They have a closing speed before the 

knee at about 7.5 %/s. The response from the flow appears to be similar for the 

closures. The difference between the closures are that the 2006 test had a starting 

guide vane opening of 6 % less than the 2009 test. The 2006 test also had a 3.91 s 

longer closing time after the knee. These differences should mean that the 2009 tests 

had a larger risk for large cavities. 

 

Draft tube pressure 

  

Figure 3.42: Draft tube pressure. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time 

and the time of full closure. 

 

The resulting draft tube pressures seen in figure 3.42 have some similarities and some 

differences. The main shape of the closures seems similar. The differences are that the 

2006 years test has a larger range of the draft tube pressure. There are both higher 

pressure peaks and lower pressure dips. The draft tube pressure from 2009 shows one 

more distinct pressure peak at about 63 s. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.43: Draft tube pressure near long lasting pressure dips. The interval from 2006 starts 

about 3 s after the knee and the interval from 2009 has the knee in the interval at 61.37 s.  
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The zoomed in draft tube pressure curves seen in figure 3.43 are taken just after the 

knee of the closure. The pressure dips for the 2006 closure reaches lower levels but 

the dips from 2009 stays low for a longer time. The 2006 closure results in pressure 

dips that appear flat, indicating a change in the surrounding condition. This is an 

indication of a large cavity. The 2009 closure has a large and sudden pressure peak at 

about 62.8 s, which could be a result of a collapse of a large cavity.  

 

Figure 3.44: Draft tube pressure with asymmetrical characteristics. The interval from 2006 starts 

about 11 s after the knee and the interval from 2009 starts at about 7 s after the knee.  

The draft tube pressures seen in figure 3.44 have asymmetrical characteristics for both 

closures. The pressure dips at 27.85 s for the 2006 and 68.8 s for the 2009 closure are 

followed by high and instant pressure peaks. Noticeable is that both of these intervals 

also have pressure dips with flat characteristics.  

 

Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.45: Frequency analysis. Dots indicate the present frequencies. 

The frequency analyses in figure 3.45 are made for the interval 19.5-21 s for the 2006 

closure and 60-63 s for the 2009 closure. The draft tube pressure for these intervals 

can be seen in figure 3.43. For the 2006 closure the dominating frequencies seem to 

be connected to the rotational speed. 2.5 and 12.5 Hz are the momentarily rotational 

speed and the momentarily rotational speed times the number of blades. The 

frequency 2.5 Hz indicates that a large cavity is hanging on one of the blades. One of 

the blades seems to have a larger cavity than the others. This blade may be correcting 

the blade angle slower than the others resulting in a different angle of attack of the 
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water. For the 2009 closure one dominating frequency is 1.25 Hz, which is about half 

of the rotational speed. This could be an indication of a vortex rope in the draft tube. 

A frequency analysis was made for a later interval in the 2009 closure. For this 

interval the frequency similar to the rotational speed was apparent. This means the 

large cavities that are hanging on the blades.  

 

Shaft lift  

 

Figure 3.46: Shaft lift. Dots indicate sudden pressure peaks. 

In figure 3.46 it can be seen that both closures have a lifting peak at about 2 s after the 

knee of the closure. The flow curve indicates that this is where the flow reacts on the 

knee.  

 

Conclusion  

Two similar closing procedures get a result that differs in the variation of the pressure 

but also have many similar appearances. One conclusion is that new test should be 

performed after an upgrade of a turbine. Experience from earlier tests on the turbine 

can be used to predict the appearance of the new test and should therefore be used.   

 
3.6 COMPARISON OF IDENTICAL TURBINES 

Messaure 

The machines G1 and G2 in Messaure are sister turbines, meaning they are the same 

type of turbine with the same dimensions. They also share inlet tunnel and outlet 

tunnel and have the same distance to the surge gallery. Quick closures and stoppages 

have been performed for both of the turbines. Here a comparison between a test from 

2006 for the G1 turbine and a test from 2005 for the G2 turbine. The sampling rate 

was 640 Hz för the G1 turbine and 20 Hz for the G2 turbine. In the graphs below the 

G1 result is to the left.  
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Closing time 

 

Figure 3.47: Guide vane opening and flow. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the 

knee time and the time of full closure. 

In figure 3.47 it can be seen that both closures have a similar appearance and therefore 

should be comparable. They both have a knee of just over 3.5 %. The G1 turbine has a 

closing speed of 15.95 %/s and a time of 10.76 s between the knee and full closure. 

The G2 turbine has a closing speed of 20.23 %/s and a time of 7.95 s between the 

knee and full closure. The closing procedures differ in the closing speeds. The G2 

turbine has a more aggressive closure and should have larger risk of forming large 

cavities.  

 

Draft tube pressure 

 

Figure 3.48: Draft tube pressure. The dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time 

and the time of full closure. 

The draft tube pressures shown in figure 3.48 have a somewhat similar appearance. 

The difference is that the G1 turbine has higher pressure peaks after the knee. A 

reason for differences is that there is a higher measurement frequency of the G1 

turbine. 
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Figure 3.49: Zoomed in draft tube pressure just before the knee. The intervals start at about 2 s 

after the start of the closure and the interval from the G1 turbine ends about 0.5 s before the 

knee while the G2 turbine has the knee at 38.85 s in the end of the interval.  

None of the closures show any clear characteristics of being flattened in figure 3.49. 

Both closures have long lasting pressure dip near minimum pressure. The G1 turbine 

appears asymmetrical with a pressure dip at about 12.7 s followed by a high and sharp 

pressure peak. The G2 turbine has not a clear asymmetrical appearance.  

 

Frequency analysis 

 

Figure 3.50: Frequency analysis. Dots indicate the present frequencies.  

The frequency analysis in figure 3.50 is made for an interval just before the knee of 

the closure. It is basically the same interval as shown in figure 3.49. The frequency 

analysis of the G2 turbine is not as clear as for the G1 turbine due to a lower 

measurement frequency. What is clear is that the most apparent frequency for both 

closures is 0.3125 Hz. The origin of this frequency is not determined.   

 

Conclusion 

The two sister turbines have many appearances that are similar. The frequency 

analysis gave the same result and the pressure dip before a sudden pressure peak in 

the draft tube is about the same. The difference lay in the pressure variation in the 

draft tube. The measurement frequency is different for the closures making it harder 

to analyse. The conclusion is that experience from tests of one of the turbines could be 

used when testing a sister turbine.  
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4 Result 
 
4.1 A GUIDE BOOK TO FIND INDICATIONS OF LARGE CAVITIES IN THE 
POWER STATION 

There are a few different varying factors present when different closures are 

performed. The gate shaft and surge gallery levels, the starting guide vane opening, 

upstream and downstream reservoir levels and temperature of the water are all factors 

that may vary. Therefore individual analyses need to be performed for all closures. 

The lengths of these individual analyses vary. There are 5 signs of large cavities 

following. If 3 of those occur a call for expertise might be needed before continuing 

with further tests.  

 

4.1.1 Low draft tube pressure 

The first sign indicating a risk for large cavities is low draft tube pressure. Large 

cavities cannot appear if the vapour pressure of water is not reached. The draft tube 

pressure also needs to be low for an extensive amount of time to be able to form large 

cavities. The draft tube pressure occasionally has a high frequency but has an average 

at a low level. For these cases further analyses may be needed. The location of the 

measurement sensor differs from station to station. To ensure the pressure level does 

not reach vacuum pressure of – 10 mwc at the inner head cover, levels under -3 mwc 

should be considered low. If the draft tube pressure stays under -3 mwc longer than 

0.2 s, further analyses need to be performed. If the draft tube pressure has an average 

value under -3 mwc for an interval longer than 0.4 s further analyses may also be 

needed. These times corresponds to the magnitudes of reflection time in the water 

conduits. Examples of how these low draft tube pressures may appear can be seen in 

figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Draft tube pressure under -3 mwc for longer than 0.2 s to the left. Draft tube pressure 

with an average lower than -3 for 0.4 s to the right. 

  

4.1.2 Asymmetrical draft tube pressure 

When a low draft tube pressure is confirmed the next step is to find asymmetrical 

parts near the low draft tube pressures. Asymmetrical draft tube pressure indicates 

that parts of the water have transformed to a gaseous condition. Gas in the system is 
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likely large cavities. For a water filled system the pressure variation does not get 

affected if there is a peak or a dip of the pressure. This is due to a constant elasticity 

of the water. Therefore the pressure peaks and dips also will contain high frequencies. 

For a system including gas, the size of the cavities depends on the pressure and the 

elasticity of water depends on the size of the cavity. This means when the pressure is 

high the size of the cavity will be small and the pressure peak will be sharp. The 

opposite pertains to a low pressure. This implies that the pressure dips will be longer 

and more rounded. If the pressure peaks are high it could be a result of a collapsing 

cavity.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Symmetrical draft tube pressure to the left and asymmetrical draft tube pressure to 

the right. 

In figure 4.2 an example of a symmetrical draft tube pressure shows there are 

frequencies within the pressure peaks and dips. The asymmetrical example in figure 

4.2 shows how the pressure dips are more rounded and longer lasting than the high 

and sharp pressure peaks that follow. Two clear examples of these peaks are at about 

27.7 s and 27.88 s in the graph. 

 

4.1.3 Flat characteristics of low pressure 

Flat characteristics of the draft tube pressure are seen on the pressure dips. Flat 

characteristics appear when there is a change of surrounding condition. This means 

there is a large cavity being built over or near the measurement sensor making the 

pressure constant. The longer time the flat characteristics the more likely there will be 

a large cavity as a result.  
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Figure 4.3: Draft tube pressure dips with flattened characteristics. Flattened at around 16.4 s to 

the left and at around 19.7 to the right. 

In figure 4.3 there are two examples where the pressure dips have flat characteristics. 

In the left example the flat part is at around 16.4 s and last for about 0.25 s. This is 

enough for large cavities to form. On the right example the flattened part is at about 

19.7 s. It does not last for a longer time but the following pressure dips reach the same 

level, indicating this is the lowest possible pressure.  

 

4.1.4 Indications of collapsing cavities 

A way to confirm an existence of large cavities is to find signs of their collapses. 

These signs can be seen as pressure peaks in the draft tube, gate shaft, the spiral case 

and as lifting peaks in the shaft lift. These pressure and lifting peaks appears in a 

certain order for it to be a collapse of a large cavity in the draft tube.  
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Figure 4.4: Pressure peak travelling through the system. First seen in the draft tube then in the 

shaft lift, spiral case and gate shaft. The dots indicate the pressure peak.  

In figure 4.4 a pressure peak is seen in the draft tube at 18.02 s. This pressure peak is 

travelling both upwards and downwards in the system. On the way up it causes a shaft 

lift at 18.16 s and a pressure peak in the spiral case at 18.23 s. On the way down in the 

system it is seen in the gate shaft as a pressure peak at 18.47 s. This is likely to be a 

collapse of a large cavity. The pressure peak is followed by two other pressure peaks 

also seen in the shaft lift and spiral case.   

 

4.1.5 Flat top and steep decline of the rotational speed 

For a Kaplan turbine it could be possible to see indications of large cavities in the 

rotational speed. These indications could also appear for a Francis turbine, but this 

needs more investigations to clarify. When there are indications of large cavities in 

the rotational speed the problem has gone far. It is even likely a full column 

separation has occurred. When a full column separation occurs the runner is rotating 

in a gaseous environment and stays almost constant until the water comes back. When 

the water comes back the runner has to rotate the water and the rotational speed is 

then decreasing fast. An example of this is the rotational speed from the break down 

in Stugun in 1992, see figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: Rotational speed where full water separation has occurred. The y-axis is rotational 

speed and the x-axis is time. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Flat top in the rotational speed curve for a Francis turbine. 

Figure 4.6 is an example where a flat top of the rotational speed occurs for a Francis 

turbine. The decline of the curve is not as steep as it would be for a Kaplan turbine. 

How to interpret this result will need some further investigations.  
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5 Sources of errors 
When analysing data it is important that all parameters are given. For the analyses in 

this report a few parameters are missing. 

 
5.1 DRAFT TUBE PRESSURE 

The location for the measurement sensors in the draft tube, spiral case and gate shaft 

is not given. This results in an uncertainty of what the actual pressure is at the runner 

and at the inner head cover.  

 

Another concern with the draft tube pressure is where the reference point is taken. It 

could be at the measurement sensor or at the runner.  

 
5.2 FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

The frequencies involved in the draft tube pressures vary with time. The rotational 

speed first increases then decreases during a closure. The distance to the nearest free 

water level varies with the gate shaft level and pressure wave speed varies with 

different amounts of gas in the water. Therefore the frequency analysis has to be made 

in a short interval for it to be analyzable. When having a short interval there are less 

data points available and therefore the accuracy of the frequency analysis decreases. 

Therefore the frequency analysis will only give a indication of what frequencies are 

involved.  
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6 Discussion  
6.1 ANALYSING METHOD 

The analysing method covers many important parameters for finding indications of 

large cavities. The parameters analysed are not always clear which leaves room for 

uncertainties.  

 

Flat characteristics of low draft tube pressure 

When looking for flat characteristics in the draft tube pressure it is sometimes difficult 

to know what is considered flat. There are not many examples of clear flat 

characteristics in the analysed data and therefore definite conclusions cannot be made.  

 

The amount of time the flat characteristics need to last for a large cavity to form is 

unclear. There are no tests where someone actually has seen the phenomena. 

Therefore flat characteristics should only be seen as an indication of large cavities 

along with other indications.  

  

Since flat characteristics have not appeared in a large amount of data it could indicate 

that the situation is severe when these indications of large cavities occur. In addition it 

could indicate that most turbines does not have a large cavity problem. 

 

Asymmetrical draft tube pressure 

For asymmetrical draft tube pressures there are a few clear examples in addition a few 

examples where it is difficult to confirm the asymmetrical appearance.   

 

 

Figure 4 A normal draft tube pressure to the left and an unclear example to the right. 

In figure 6.1 a comparison between two draft tube pressures can be made. The right 

example does not have disturbance on the pressure as the left has. Nor does it have the 

clear rounded pressure dips followed by a sharp pressure peak. The appearance could 

be a result of a vortex rope in the draft tube. So in one sense it is not asymmetrical as 

the criteria is set, still it could indicate on a vortex rope which is also relevant when 

searching for large cavities. Further investigations are needed to confirm the 

appearance of this phenomenon.   

 

There are a few examples of asymmetrical draft tube pressure in the analyses 

indicating asymmetry is an early indication of large cavities.  
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Low pressure levels 

Low draft tube pressures are needed when forming large cavities. However one 

problem is that the setting of the reference level for the pressure is unclear. Therefore 

a low level set in the guide book is -3 mwc. This gives room for uncertainties and 

further analyses are needed to confirm indications of large cavities.  

 

The exact position of the measurement sensor is difficult to find. Therefore the 

distance from the measurement sensor to the runner and inner head cover has to be 

estimated. In the cases where a man-hole cover exists the measurement sensor was 

estimated to be located in the center of that.  

 

Flat top and steep decline of the rotational speed 

A flat top and steep decline of the rotational speed was discovered at one of the 

breakdowns. This is an indication of a full column separation for the Kaplan turbines. 

The Francis turbine might have the same appearance with the flat top but have a more 

normal decline after the top. This is not proved and more investigations are needed. 

No cases of flat top and steep decline in the rotational speed curve were found in the 

given data for Kaplan turbines.  

 

Frequency analysis 

The frequency analysis is dependent on the sampling rate. A higher measurement 

frequency gives a more clear frequency analysis. For many of the measurements 

analysed the measurement frequency was too low. Still, tendencies were found in the 

frequency analysis. 

 

It was often difficult to verify the origin of the frequencies found in the data. The only 

frequencies actually verified were the frequencies connected to the rotational speed of 

the turbine. Therefore one has to be careful when drawing conclusions from the 

frequency analysis and further investigations in this area are needed.  

 

Shaft lift 

In the shaft lift it is possible to see signs of collapse of a large cavity. The problem is 

that the shaft lift is often missing or is noisy.  

 

Gate shaft 

The gate shaft can pick up signs of a pressure wave from a collapsing large cavity. 

The problem is that not all stations have measurement in the gate shaft. 

 

Surge gallery level 

To analyse the surge gallery level more than one closure is needed to see what can be 

considered a high level. 

 

Closing time 

In the closing time it is possible to determine if the closure could be performed in a 

gentler way. The problem is that different turbines can handle different closing speeds 

due to different surrounding conditions and types of turbines. Therefore it is difficult 

to define what a normal closing time is.  
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Conclusions 

It is difficult to draw any conclusions about the margins of large cavities and full 

column separation. There are not enough examples where the full column separation 

has occurred and therefore it is possible large margins would be present. More 

analyses with different loads are needed to see how the risk of forming large cavities 

increases with a higher starting guide vane opening.  

 
6.2 EXAMPLES OF ANALYSES 

Four different stoppages for two different turbines analysed. One Kaplan turbine and 

one Francis turbine were analysed. The analysing method consisted of separate 

analyses of different graphs from the stoppage.  

 

When comparing the stoppages with a high starting guide vane opening to the 

stoppages with a low starting guide vane opening, a few important differences are 

noticed. The operational pressure in the draft tube seems to be lower for a stoppage 

with a high starting guide vane opening. This can be seen in figure 6.2. This means 

there is a smaller margin to large cavity forming.  

 

Figure 6.2: Draft tube pressure for stoppages with different starting guide vane opening. The 

dots in the figure indicate the starting time, the knee time and the time of full closure. Notice the 

pressure level before the start of the closure.  

For the Francis turbine the results have the same appearance but the stoppage with a 

lower starting guide vane opening is milder. There is an apparent pressure peak and 

the rotational speed is somewhat flattened for both stoppages. This implies that it 

could be possible to see early indications of a large cavity problem. More comparing 

analyses are needed for further conclusions.  

 
6.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN BEFORE AND AFTER AN UPGRADE OF A 
TURBINE 

A new runner for a turbine resulted in a somewhat similar appearance of the pressure 

in the draft tube. Therefore it is important that old experiences are taken into account 

when testing the same turbine again. The accident in Stugun was a result of careless 

testing. Old tests showed indications of column separation and still tests with a large 

guide vane opening were performed again.  
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6.4 COMPARING SISTER TURBINES 

The sister turbines showed a somewhat similar appearance. Therefore if corrections of 

the closing time are performed on one of the turbines it is likely that the same changes 

need to be performed on the other.  

 
6.5 A GUIDE BOOK TO FIND INDICATIONS OF LARGE CAVITIES IN THE 
POWER STATION 

There are a few parameters in the guide book that are difficult to clarify. examples of 

these are whether the draft tube pressure is low, whether the pressure dips have flat 

characteristics or whether the draft tube pressure can be considered asymmetrical. By 

adding the indications together conclusions can be made.  

 

The lower limit for the draft tube pressure is set to -3 mwc for the test to be further 

analysed. This level is set high so that all cases where large cavities are formed will 

be analysed before performing further tests.   

 

To obtain the margin of large cavities by doing this analysis is difficult. More 

analysed results of different guide vane openings are needed for further conclusions. 

This guide book gives a few examples of extreme situations which makes it easier to 

do a quick analysis in the power station during these tests.    
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7 Conclusion 
Several test results were analysed to get a better picture of what happens after a quick 

closure of the guide vanes. The result was a unique appearance for each power station. 

This makes it difficult to make a guide book for a complete analysis of a closing test. 

Therefore the guide book should be used to help notify when there is a need for extra 

expertise in the analysing process. If indications are seen for a closure with a starting 

guide vane opening of 75 %, expertise is needed to decide if a new test with a higher 

starting guide vane opening will be safe to proceed.   

 
This degree project was started to analyse the available data of different closing tests. 

There is still a need for further analyses. Analysing the differences between closures 

with different starting guide vane openings could help one to better understand the 

margins to large cavities. Further analyses of the frequencies involved could help for a 

better understanding of which parameters affecting the forming of large cavities.  

 

Hopefully the result of this project will help one to perform quick analyses in the 

power stations and be a help for further studies in this subject. 
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9 Appendix 
9.1 CHANGES IN THE MATLAB PROGRAM 

9.1.1 Frequency analysis 
%Frekvensanalys i närheten av det du själv vill 
svar2='ja'; 
i=1; 
while strcmp('ja', svar2) 
    svar2=input('Vill du göra en frekvensanalys av ett eget bestämt 

område?(ja/nej)? ','s'); 
    if (strcmp('ja', svar2)) 
        O1=input('Ange områdets starttid som avlästs grafiskt: ') 
        O2=O1*frek; 
        O3=input('Ange områdets sluttid som avlästs grafiskt: ') 
        O4=O3*frek; 

  
        m = length(tid(O2:O4)); 
        n = 2^nextpow2(m); 
        y = 2*fft(sugror(O2:O4)-mean(sugror(O2:O4)),n)/m; 
        f=frek/2*linspace(0,1,n/2+1); 
        figure('Name','frequency analysis in an interesting 

interval') 
        plot(f,abs(y(1:n/2+1))) 
        title(' frequency analysis') 
        xlabel('Frequency[Hz]') 
        ylabel('Amplitude[mwc]') 
        %frekvensanalysen ovan gäller för området nedan  
        figure('Name', 'draft tube pressure in an interesting 

interval') 
        plot(tid(O2:O4),sugror(O2:O4)) 
        title(' -draft tube pressure in an interesting interval') 
        xlabel('time[s]') 
        ylabel('draft tube pressure[mwc]') 
    end 
end 

  
clear 

 

9.1.2 Table of results 
%% utskrivning av data 
if lock>0 
    beskrivning=['pådragets starttid:                                                       

';'pådragets sluttid:                                                        

';'pådragets stängningstid:                                                  

';'tid mellan det lägsta sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                  

';'det lägsta sugrörstrycket:                                                

';'tid mellan det lägsta sugrörstrycket och maxvarvtalet:                    

';'tid mellan medel-min sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                   

';'medel-min sugrörstryck:                                                   

';'tid mellan medel-min sugrörstryck och maxvarvtalet:                       

';'lägsta trycket i området kring medel-mintrycket:                          

';'tid mellan smooth-min sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                  

';'smooth-min sugrörstryck:                                                  

';'tid mellan smooth-min sugrörstryck och maxvarvtalet:                      

';'lägsta trycket i området kring smooth-mintrycket:                         

';'skillnad mellan medel-min tryck och mintryck:                             
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';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från min-trycket:                         

';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från medel-mintrycket:                    

';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från min-trycket vid turbinlocket:        

';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från medel-mintrycket vid 

turbinlocket:   ';'tryckskillnaden mellan min- och maxtryck under 

stängningen:               ';'tid mellan min- och maxtryck under 

stängning:                             ';'tryckförändringen per 

tidsenhet:                                          ';'filtrerat: 

tryckskillnaden mellan min- och maxtryck under stängningen:    

';'filtrerat: tid mellan min- och maxtryck under stängning:                  

';'filtrerat: tryckförändringen per tidsenhet:                               

';'referens                                                                  

';'tidsfördröjning av flödet jämfört med pådraget:                           

';'Maximala lutningen hos flödeskurvan:                                      

';'Tid då den maximala lutningen uppkommer relaterat till pådragets 

sluttid: ';'pådragshastigheten innan knäet:                                           

';'flödeskurvans maxhastighet i förhållande till pådragshastigheten:         

';'maximala varvtalet:                                                       

';'standardavvikelsens storlek vid stängning:                                

';'maximala standardavvikelsen:                                              

';'tiden för maximal standardavvikelse relaterad till tid för full 

stängning:';'tid för att nå 75% av maximala bullernivån:                               

';'tid för att nå 50% av maximala bullernivån:                               

';'Jmedel1                                                                   

';'Jmedel2                                                                   

';'Mått på hur värdena nära min-sugrörstryck är fördelade:                   

';'medel1                                                                    

';'Mått på fördelning av värden, jmf med medelvärde:                         

';'Mått på hur värdena nära medel-min-sugrörstryck är fördelade:             

';'Mått på fördelning av värden, jmf med medelvärde:                         

';'maximala amplituden av en oscillation:                                    

']; 

  
    

varde=[plats_starttid;plats_sluttid;A3;B1;B2;B3;C1;C2;C3;C4;S1;S2;S3;

S4;C2B2;D1;D2;E1;E2;F1;F2;F1F2;G1;G2;G1G2;referens;H1;I1;I2;I3;I1I3;I

4;J1;J2;J3;K1;K2;Jmedel1;Jmedel2;L1;medel1;L2;L3;L4;M1;]; 
    varde2=num2str(varde); 
    [beskrivning varde2] 
    %beskrivning2=str2num(beskrivning) 

  
    %[success, meddelande] = xlswrite('test2.xls',beskrivning) 
else  
    beskrivning=['pådragets starttid:                                                       

';'pådragets sluttid:                                                        

';'pådragets stängningstid:                                                  

';'tid mellan det lägsta sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                  

';'det lägsta sugrörstrycket:                                                

';'tid mellan det lägsta sugrörstrycket och maxvarvtalet:                    

';'tid mellan medel-min sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                   

';'medel-min sugrörstryck:                                                   

';'tid mellan medel-min sugrörstryck och maxvarvtalet:                       

';'lägsta trycket i området kring medel-mintrycket:                          

';'tid mellan smooth-min sugrörstrycket och full stängning:                  

';'smooth-min sugrörstryck:                                                  

';'tid mellan smooth-min sugrörstryck och maxvarvtalet:                      

';'lägsta trycket i området kring smooth-mintrycket:                         

';'skillnad mellan medel-min tryck och mintryck:                             

';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från min-trycket:                         

';'marginal till ångbildningstryck från medel-mintrycket:                    

';'tryckskillnaden mellan min- och maxtryck under stängningen:               
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';'tid mellan min- och maxtryck under stängning:                             

';'tryckförändringen per tidsenhet:                                          

';'filtrerat: tryckskillnaden mellan min- och maxtryck under 

stängningen:    ';'filtrerat: tid mellan min- och maxtryck under 

stängning:                  ';'filtrerat: tryckförändringen per 

tidsenhet:                               ';'referens                                                                  

';'tidsfördröjning av flödet jämfört med pådraget:                           

';'Maximala lutningen hos flödeskurvan:                                      

';'Tid då den maximala lutningen uppkommer relaterat till pådragets 

sluttid: ';'pådragshastigheten innan knäet:                                           

';'flödeskurvans maxhastighet i förhållande till pådragshastigheten:         

';'maximala varvtalet:                                                       

';'standardavvikelsens storlek vid stängning:                                

';'maximala standardavvikelsen:                                              

';'tiden för maximal standardavvikelse relaterad till tid för full 

stängning:';'tid för att nå 75% av maximala bullernivån:                               

';'tid för att nå 50% av maximala bullernivån:                               

';'Jmedel1                                                                   

';'Jmedel2                                                                   

';'Mått på hur värdena nära min-sugrörstryck är fördelade:                   

';'medel1                                                                    

';'Mått på fördelning av värden, jmf med medelvärde:                         

';'Mått på hur värdena nära medel-min-sugrörstryck är fördelade:             

';'Mått på fördelning av värden, jmf med medelvärde:                         

';'maximala amplituden av en oscillation:                                    

']; 
    

varde=[plats_starttid;plats_sluttid;A3;B1;B2;B3;C1;C2;C3;C4;S1;S2;S3;

S4;C2B2;D1;D2;F1;F2;F1F2;G1;G2;G1G2;referens;H1;I1;I2;I3;I1I3;I4;J1;J

2;J3;K1;K2;Jmedel1;Jmedel2;L1;medel1;L2;L3;L4;M1;]; 
    varde2=num2str(varde); 
    [beskrivning varde2] 
end 

 

 


